Video transport with networkbased SCTE 35 decoration

LTN Cue builds on the large LTN Network
footprint to execute all SCTE 35 insertion as the
content is in-transit, flawlessly marking ad
breaks in various distributor-required profiles.

Simplify and scale channel
management with in-network
decoration

Broadcasters, cable channels, diginets, and digital-first streaming networks can now
converge and scale linear channel ad break and video distribution workflows to drive
revenue growth. LTN Cue takes SCTE 35 decoration off premises and onto the LTN
Network, simplifying channel management and enabling revenue growth from advanced
advertising and content replacement workflows. Channel originators can now configure
playout to send a single, undecorated feed via the LTN Network, where all SCTE marker
insertion is executed en route to video distribution partners and affiliates.

Send once, distribute
everywhere

LTN Global is a pioneer in IP video distribution. The LTN Network is an internet overlay — it
uses the internet’s ubiquity, but manages the routing and error correction using proprietary
algorithms. The result is an unprecedented global footprint of 3000+ connected media
sites, including video ingest points for streaming, cable, and satellite services.
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LTN Cue builds on LTN’s large network footprint to execute all SCTE 35
insertion as the content is in-transit, flawlessly marking ad breaks in
various different distributor-required profiles.

Why LTN Cue?

1. Non-disruption of on
premises infrastructure

— Easy-to-deploy SCTE 35 signaling, compatible wit practically any
playout or manual triggering — big red button — workflow
— Typically requires only an LTN Appliance
— Minimal impact on firewalls or network infrastructure
— Easily scales to the number of SCTE 35 profiles needed

2. Redundant video
transport, monitoring &
verification – all included

— Includes video transmission on a tried-and-tested IP video
distribution network with 99.999% reliability
— Fully redundant
— Video metadata analyzer (VMA): Extract, log, and analyze video
stream metadata
— Always-on NOC monitoring, notification and support

3. A disruptive approach to
linear channel distribution

— Ability to easily add unique SCTE marker profiles for new
destinations
— Frame-accurate, SCTE 35 signaling that can also drive live-toVOD, content replacement, and blackouts
— Elimination of multiple cloud playout egress fees via playout-once,
transport-everywhere workflow
— Advanced advertising facilitation on OTT platforms

4. A roadmap for
transformation & growth
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— Massive scalability via access to LTN Global universal media
ecosystem
— The ability to innovate differently with each distribution partner
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About LTN Global
®

LTN Global is a worldwide
leader in media technology
that positions broadcasters
and digital content
companies to win the
future of video.
LTN’s digital media ecosystem unifies, optimizes, and automates the video
workflow, empowering users to acquire, transform, deliver, and monetize
content at scale. Drawing on our four pillars (Create, Connect, Command, and
Transport), LTN’s modular solutions streamline each stage in the digital and
linear video chains, from production and publishing, to transformation and
transport. Leveraging the world’s fastest and most reliable IP video network, LTN
is a trusted partner with a reputation for multicasting transmission-critical,
broadcast-quality content to any device and any platform, anywhere in the
world. LTN brings customers greater efficiency, agility, and creativity in
delivering more content to more viewers, driving value from any source to any
screen. For more information, visit ltnglobal.com
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